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0. lntmducdion 
One initial impetus for the study of H-spaces was that they represented a genera- 
lization to the homotopy category of the concept of topological group, and,, in par- 
tic&r, of the Lie groups. However, a closer approximation in this category to the 
compact I. ie groups are the finite hap spaces. Here the objet ts are pairs (X, BX) 
such that X is a finite CW complex and is homutopy equivaIent to s2BX, the! space 
of ioops on BX. The mclrphisms are just continuous maps {g : BY + BA’) and g is a 
subgtoupgmup inclusion if its “fibre x/Y is the homotopy type of a finite CW 
complex. The classifying space construction shows that the compact Lie groups ip- 
tisfy ttis description. 
Recently, Rector [ 111 introduced some further Lie-like structures into this cate- 
gory.Let(X,BX)beafiniteloopspace.ByHopf,H*(X, Q) =A&,l_l, . ...+& 
The number of generators n is the nank OfX and the collection {Pj-I}F=l its type. 
The n-torus T’@ = St X...XS’ has rank n and type { 1, . . . . 1). A maximal torus of x 
is then a subtorus of maximal rank. In the following, ody maximal tori of rank 
= rank X = n will he considered. 
The we~4group vX,f) is the subgroup of homotopy classes of automorphisms 
of BT” which commute with the inclusionfup.to homotopy; that is, 
wX,f)= {wE[13T”,mnj: wish.e.asldfow-f}. 
In [I 11 it is shown that if f is induced by a standard maximal torus for a Lie group 
G, then wG,f) @ IV, the classical Weyl group.. 
Now the obvious question is to what extent the property of having a maximal 
torus and Weyl group characterize the Lie groups from among the finite loop spaces. 
The purpose of this paper is ta show that if reasonable conditions are imposed on 
the Weyl group or maximal torus, then X is for most (all but a finite number) 
primesp a Lie group. 
Recall from the definition of w&f) that W(X, f) acts on BT” and henctr has an 
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induced action on H*(BTn, Q). In fact, since fo NJ -f, (f~ I-V)* = f +. and 
fc(lP(BX, Q)) is pointwise fixed under this action. For the compact Lie groups, it 
is even true that 
see [I]. We take this 3s our criterion of a nice Weyl group. 
Actually, in Section 1 a rationa: analog of the maximal torus and Weyl group 
are developed and PFheorem I is shown to hold under weaker hypotheses. The ra- 
tion&ed definitions have the advantage that ahe rational Weyl group W,(X, fi is 
shown to depend only on the algebraic information f *H*(BX, Q) 5 Nf( EIT”, Q). 
A stronger version of Theorem 1, independent of a knowledge of the regular 
primes, results as an application of the following theorem: 
With some additional facts about representations of finite reflection groups, 
Theorem I I impfies: 
f;,r some l,ie group G. IN putticular, X 2p G fur these primes. 
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Actually, the slightly stronger esult is obtained that, in the language of Bousfield 
and Kan 131, 
(Z[ l/N] ),Bx ” (Z[ l/NJ),t3c . 
The proof of these theorems is faithful to the Lie group tradition. The essential 
step is to show that the condition 
implies that l&Y,f) is a finite crystallographic group. For the Lie groups, this is a 
consequence of the geometry of the Weyl chambers. In our case, it will follow from 
a characterization of finite reflection groups given by Shephard and Todd. 
In Section 1 B Rector’s definitions and results are localized, with particular atten- 
tion to the rational statements. In Section 2, Theorems I, I1 and III are proved. 
Some interesting properties of finite reflection groups are also reviewed. In Section 
3, a construction of the classifying space of a Lie group is given in terms of its maxi- 
mal torus, and some conjectures are stated. 
The author would like to thank Morton Curtis for his tutoring in Lie group 
theory, David Rector and Randy Underwood for a critical reading of the original 
drafts, and Guide Mislin and Qavid Rector for many discussions on this material. 
He is aiso indebted to the Forschungsinstitut fur Mathematik, Eidgenijssisc he Tech- 
nische Hochschule, Zurich, for its support and hospitality during this research. 
We first recall some properties of the localization funcror and then appl;f it to 
the definitions and results of Rector f 1 I]. 
Definitioa I .O. 
zp = {integers localized at p) for F a prime , 
(rationals 3 ifp=O. 
Zfl/N] = {a/b: forp prime, ifp(b,thenpiN). 
We list the major examples needed in our discussion: 
2N- I 
MD s, 2 (A%!. 3rz -_ 1)), 2 K(Q, 31 -- I). 
(b 1 if x is 3 finite M-space. the Hopf theorem shows that 
Mm that: 
ia) fWf$, zpJ = Zl, ItI , . . . . tn] , a polynomial dsebra on n-generators of di- , 
mensian 2; 
(b) if Xhas ncsp-torsion, lf*(BX, ZP) = ZP &zrl, ,.., _qrn J , a polynomial lgAa 
over ZP on n generators af dimension 2q, I 6 i Q n. 
Lemma I .4. (i) W&Y, f) is finite. 
Roof. (i) follows from Theorem 1.3(ii). 
(ii) @TF,BTi] z Hom(Z~,z”p> and thus W$X,f) c CL(Zp, n). But from(i), 
Wp(&f) is finite. [8, Theorem 73.51 generalizes easiiy to show that any ZP rctpre- 
sent&on of a finite group is conjugate over ZP to an integral representation. If A is 
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the conjugating matrix, it can be realized as a map from I?Tz --+ fITi. Thus we have 
and W”(X, f ‘) = 44 W,cX, f)A - ’ l 
Thus far, the results and detlnitions have localized at g and at 0 equally well, 
with the end result that WP(X. 1.) can be considered to have an “integral” action on 
BT;. The next lemma, however, is proved only for the O-localization. 
Lemma 1.5. 
I? {degree preserving automorphisms ofH*(BT& Q)) . 
Roof. Here GallK, L) is used in the naive smse of algebra utomorphisms of K 
which fus I.. Since in out case K and L are integrally closed in their quotient fields. 
this is equivalcn t to the standard usage. It is clear that 
any degree preserving map on the rational cuhomology can be realized as a map of 
spaces. 
2. Normal msusimal tori 
The preceding section has shown &at by localizing rhe original definition of 
MX, f) to W&Y, f), the calculations, are reduced to an algebraic problem depend- 
ing only on 
fvf*Ci?X,, Q) Tii HYBT"O, Q, . 
I 
it not known, however, [(fo w)* =f*] =+ *f, this 
in calculating MA’, or W (X, f) for p + 
in S 
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j’*H*(BX. Q, = [H*(BT”, I Q,l WW-J 
for .X a finite loop space and BT” f BX a mahmal torus. In the following we 1 
shalt use this property as a criterion. 
kfinition 2.1. if x is a finite loop space and @T”, f) 8 maximal torus. then 
( BTftr f) is ~ror~zaf if and only if 
.&&gous definitions apply in the localized cases. We will aiso+ay that h?X. j-1 or 
W&Y, J_, is nurntal. 
In the rational case, there are non-normal rational tori: 
Example {petor and Underwood). Let X = S’. BX, = K(Q, 6) and 
K(Q, 2) -%-c K(Q, 6), where x3 cl3ssifies the cube of the fundamental c ass of 
K(Q, 2) =(CP”), =&JT& Then W&X, fl= Id since lmf* = QIx3]s Q[x)- 
If X is a thite loop space of rank rt and (RI’“. f) is 3 maxnnaf torus, it is not 
known if (BT”, f) must be normal. Rector [l?] has constructed examples with 
“maximal* tori and rank less than the rank of the loop space. These examples 
stil! have a normal maximal torus at each prime, however. 
The result of the nor,ncrf condition is tilte following dewription of &I’, I”) or 
bbcx, f’,: 
Theorem 2.2. ff I$,( X, f) OI Cfl X, j’) is nomul, it is genermxi by re~lcco’ms. 
‘Generated by reflections’” here means that the group has a description as a 
group of’ linear automorphisms of R” which is generated by eiements leaving a 
hyperplane paint wise invariant . 
Proof. Let us describe MXJ). I&X,f) acts on an nodimensional vector space V 
(here H#?T”, Q)) in such a way that the subalgebra of invariant forms (here 
~*H*(Bx’, Q)) of the symmetric algebra $( V) on V (here S( V) = H*(BT* p Q) = 
QItl it to] ), is generated by n-algebraically independent forms (here 
(f+r?2, 
t 
5 ..*,P’ JQ~,,)) plus the unit. According to Shephard and Todd [ 14, Theo- 
rem 5. 1 1 this property charasterizes finite reflection groups. Their theorem is 
stated in terms of reflection groups over the complex numbers, but specializes to 
reflection groups over the reals or rationafs. 
Corollary 2.3. If w(X, f) or W,,(X, f) is nomuzi, t is II finite crystdogmphic group. 
Proof. By [ 151, finite crystallographic sequivalent o finite refleotion group Cbvef 
the reals with an eyuivaknt int~~~f representation. 6&-Y, f, has such a representa- 
tion by definition, and Lemma 1.4 shows that W,(X, f) is equivalent to an integral 
represcn tatian. 
Roof. The type (2, -a 1, .s., 2rp --! I ) is corn letei 
4r -Y 
determined by WX. f) if it is 
normai. But by Hopf, X, 2 (S t- X . . . X S II Jo and hence the tvpe determines 
the ratrsnal hc~motopy t pe of A’. On the other hand. it is known thatkl finite c,-rys- 
tallographic groups occur as Weyl groups of tic groups [ IS]. Thus the type 
(3, *^ 1, . . . . 2,t -- 1) coincidcss with the type of some Lie group. 
and the numbers are determined by k@X+f) as in Theorem 2.5. 
We now prepare for the proof of Theorems II and Ilf. 
Lemma 2.8. Let M and K be free 2 [ i /N) moddes of finite rank and aiso modules 
over the group ring Z [ 1 ,n”) [ W] , where N is the order of W. If M .a? Q - K @ Q as 
Q[ W) modules, then M * IV as Z [ I /IV] [ WI mud&s. 
Proof. By [ lo], M and K are completely reducible. Hence it suffices to consider 
irreducible M and K. We have 
Since M is finitely generated, there is an integer NO such that 
A =No(,tXIM))~K@l *K.Butfandiaremonic,soA isasubmoduleofK 
isomorphic to M. But K is irreducible and every nontrivial submodule is isonwqhic 
to K. Hence M * K as Z[ 1 /Al] [ W] modules. 
The classification results ofCoxetet [6,7] and Cartan (51 imply: 
in particular, any two such integral representations are rationally equivalent, 
and hence by 2;8 equivalent over Z[ l/N]. 
hma 2.10 (Theorem 11). Let X be u s&ply connected CW space md W a firtite 
group of order N which acts fr&‘y ON X. Ii Y is u simply connected spuce with 
homotopy gmups unique& N-divisible, 0m.J f : X -+ Y my crzntinucl~~ mup for which 
f #w-fforevq~wEW,rhe~thereisuf:X/W+Ysuchthatf-fop. 
Roof, We consider X as a subcompiex of X/W by the mapping cylinder construction. 
The action of W on X extends to the mapping cyiinder and cone and we denote it 
also by w : (X/w)/X + (X/W)/X. Suppose we have defined & : (X/W)/X + Yn , the 
flth Posnikov approx’ lmation to Y, and that ftt 0 w m fn for each w E W. The obstruc- 
tion to lifting is 8, &% where 9, is the nrh k-invariant of Y. By [ 2) , for uniquely A6 
divisible coefficients, 
and ker 5 = [/p(X)] ‘c: the invariants of W. Thus if 8, f,r = Sb, b - w*b E ker 6 since 
8, fn 0 w - 0, fn. and thus b - w*b is invariant. Its average over W is zero and hence 
b and 0J, are zero. There is therefore alift fn+l. We now averagef,+l over W to 
obtain an equivariant map: Since& 0 \V - fn, there is a U, f ((X/W),Q’, K(n,( Y). n)] 
such that ji+l * w w [u,I~,+~. We have 
if we write the operation multiplicativeiy. Thus [u,,J = [(u, 0 w’)uJ in action 
on fn+l, and therefore there is a pwe E [(X/W)/X. 52Yfl ] such that 
where a is the boundary operator in the homotopy sequence of the fibration 
K(n,( y), 12) + Yn+t + Yn. Hence [&gww~] l;l+l = jb+l ; (s,,#* exists in 
RXIWM, Q Yfi J s ince 
Therefore 
the @” power map is a homotopy equivalence on s2Y,. 
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and vie can ignore ( i3qw,%, +lbv in the calculation. Define 
Notice that we have used the hypothesis ufN-divisibility at several points and it is 
in general indcpensible. The conditions on Y could be weakened to Y simple or nil- 
potent, and the action of W @an be taken to be arbitrary. In the applications, how- 
cm, X and Y will be as described in the hypothesis. 
Recall that Bousfield and Kan 131 generalize the localization described in Tfwo- 
rem 1.1 to arbitrary spaces. IfI? is a subring of the ration&, their notation is 
(R),X, and for R = ZP, t?,X = X’ when XP is defined. R,X is R-local for X simply 
connected. 
then (211 ,/N] ),BX = (Z[ 1 IN] ),BG fur some Lie group G, where N is the order of’ 
YX fi- 
Roof, w(X, n is, by 2.8 and 2.9, the Weyl group of some Lie group G. We have 
f 
Notice that l@'/W=BNF" (NT" = normalizer of T” in G). By [4], X and G have 
no torsion of order prime to IV, hence f* and g* are manic with 2 [ 1 IN] coefficients; 
p* and q* are manic by 121. After localizing at Z[ l/IV] and constructing the lift to 
(21 UN ),BX,7 as in Theorem II, we see that there are 2 [ l/N] homology isomor- 
phisms between (2 [ 1 /NJ )_,(#T”/W) and (2 [ 1 /iv] )J!?X, (2 [ I /IV] )JG. Since 
IV/[ W, is a 
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and by 13). (21 l/N] ),(BT’/w) is simply connected. Hence 
3. Discussion 
There are some popular conjectures toward which the author is biased: 
Conjecture 1.. If X is a finite loop space with maximal torus, then BX is homotopy 
equivalent to BG for some Lie group G. 
Conjecture 2. If X is a finite loop space, then XP = GP for all primesp and for sume 
Lie group G. (Qe [ 16, problem 91.) 
Rne previous results of this paper can be regarded as positive evidence for Conjec- 
ture 1, while the evidence for Conjecture 2 consists of its known validity for rank 1 
and two laop spaces together with a lack of counterexamples. On the other hand, 
Conjecture 1 is not known to be entirely true even for the case X = S3, although 
hating a normal Weyl group implies that BXP = RSi for all odd primes. 
One way to directly utilize the existence of t maximal torus ti to build up the 
classieing space from the classifying space of the maximal tarus. 
@nstnrctioa 3.1. If X is a torsion-free lcx~p space with maximal torus, then RX can 
be Qbtainetl from BT” by at txhing cells to kill the kernel in hamolw; that is, by 
furming the homology der,dxnposi,tion of the map f : BT” + BAT. 
This works also to aMain the !ocalization of BX away from the primes for which 
If&Y’) has p-torsivn. i or the primes for which X has torsion, a similar construction 
can be done using thf discrete subgroups of the form (Z/p)‘, which Bore1 has shown 
exist and play a role analogous to the maximal torus, for Lie groups X. 
The above const uction suggests wo other interesting conjectures: 
. 
Cmjecture 3. lf BX ---- fl ST1 j2 -------+ BY are itwp spaces with maximal torus and 
image fr = inxjge f;. then BX = BY. 
Conjecture 4. If X has no p-torsion and is a finite loop space with maximal torus, 
then there is $4 : iLk’p 
y prime to p. 
+ kL$, extending the c,r* power map X4 : BT” -+ BT” for any 
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These are suggested by observing that the necessary conditions on the “homology” 
level are satisfied. The proof would involve showing the compatibility of the attach- 
ing maps used in making BX from BT”, and appears impossible to carry out at this 
time. We note that Conjecture 4 with X = cr(n j is a major step in the Sullivan [ 13) 
proof of the Adams conjecture. 
The last observation is that for Ue groups the rational information about the map 
BT”+ BG gave us the roots of the Weyl group, which coincide with the roots of the 
Lie algebra of G, up to a rational multiple. At most primes, and especially away from 
the prime 2, this actually identifies C. The extension to all primes is the following 
conjecture: 
Conjecture 5. The inclusion f’*H*(BG, 2) -+ H*(BT”, 2) suffices to identify the ho- 
mntopy type of G, for G 3 simply connected campact Lie group. 
Conjecture S could be checked on a we by case basis, but it would be interesting 
?a have a direct translation between Lie algebras and subalgebras of polynomial alge- 
bras with certain properties. M. Curtis has informed me that a result related to Con- 
ject ure 5 is true; namely. that the classifying space of the normalizer of the maximal 
torus, BXTn, suffices to classify G. 
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